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Presentation Overview

 Community Area Planning – Relationship to other initiatives

 CAP Process & Expected Outcomes

 Engagement – Framework + Results

 Next Steps

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We appreciate this opportunity to share information about Community Area Planning and why it’s important. Will also provide some updates about what we’ve accomplished to date and the expected outcomes of the effort. 



How We GROW
LAND USE 

How We CONNECT
MOBILITY 

Strategic 
Investment Areas

IMPLEMENTATION 
INITIATIVES

The Vision For Our Growth

How We BUILD
DEVELOPMENT 

Alignment 
Rezoning

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
With adoption of Comprehensive Plan, SMP + UDO, our city has made significant progress in modernizing and broadening our toolbox for managing growth. We know, however, that there is still work to do because Planning is an iterative process that requires multiple layers of guidance and various tools. The next iteration of work (in terms of land use, mobility, and development) AND it’s relationship to the recently adopted efforts is shown on this slide. For the purpose of my presentation, I’ll focus on Community Area Planning. PLEASE know that as with previous efforts, CAP is being done in coordination with our partners who are advancing the Strategic Investment Areas and Alignment Rezoning. 
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Layered Approach to Planning

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I mentioned planning is iterative and requires multiple layers of guidance. This planning framework, adopted within the Comprehensive Plan, accounts for the multiple layers planning required across departments. For example, the SMP falls into category 2 and Corridors of Opportunity falls into category 4. This framework was designed to ensure that all the city’s planning efforts are aligned and aimed at accomplishing our vision. It illustrates that the work done across divisions + departments is LAYERED and INTERCONNECTED and IN CONCERT TOGETHER provides both CITYWIDE + COMMUNITY-SPECIFIC (or context-specific) guidance needed in CLT. 
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Community Area Planning (CAP) 
Purpose: Provide community-level guidance for 
growth & development (including places, mobility, open 
space, capital facilities, community facilities & amenities)

Approach: 
• Citywide = Equitable
• Larger geographies = Efficient 

Expected Outcomes: 
• 14 Community Area Plans

• Policy Map Refinements
• Planned + Needed Projects/Programs
• Illustrative Concepts
• Implementation Strategy

• Refined 2040 Policy Map

Community Area Planning Geographies 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Community Area Planning is that third tier of guidance needed to implement our vision.  These plans will provide MORE DETAILED DEVELOPMENT GUIDANCE (than comprehensive plan) for 14 plan areas. And they will demonstrate how the citywide vision + goals play out in the unique context of each geography. We’re developing the 14 plans concurrently over 2 years  to deliver this needed guidance as soon as possible + ensure no part of the city is left waiting for this guidance. The expected outcome of this multi-year effort will be 14 PLAN DOCUMENTS that are intended to be used by decision-makers to inform processes such as rezonings and capital investments as well as a REVISED POLICY MAP. I’ll talk more about the contents of the 14 plans later in the presentation 
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Create regulations 
or laws

Provide funding and 
implementation 
means overnight

Rezone property

Halt development

Plans will
Provide policies to address 
development opportunities/issues + 
inform decision-making

But not…
Create regulations or laws
(Updated regulations included in Unified 
Development Ordinance)

Identify public and private investments
needed to achieve vision

But not… Provide funding and 
implementation overnight

Possibly recommend zoning changes in 
appropriate locations But not… Rezone property

Guide more appropriate development But not… Stop development

Communicating Expected Outcomes

Regulations 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Since Community Area Plans are the 3rd tier of policy guidance within the planning framework, they play a similar role as other policy documents. First, they provide recommendations for future development but they won’t create new rules or regulations. The rules for development are the regulations within the UDO. The CAPs will identify needed investments but cannot provide or promise the funding needed to build the improvements. Plans may recommend a zoning change but will not rezone a property upon adoption. That requires a separate process such as Alignment Rezoning. And finally, plans are intended to guide more appropriate development. They cannot stop future development. 



Process + Plan Components

We are here

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is an overview of the CAP PROCESS, TIMELINE, and key OUTCOMES of each phase. The first 4 phases are scheduled to be completed by end of 2024. The 5th phase, review + adoption, is scheduled for early 2025. Phase 1, Setting the Stage, identified each geography’s greatest needs in terms of access to housing, jobs, daily goods + reducing environmental impacts. This work is summarized in the Community Reports available on the project website.Phase 2, Creating Great Places, reviewed the Place Type designations within Policy Map to ensure future development addressed the community’s needs for increased access + reduced impacts. This work is captured in the Revised Policy Map which is scheduled to be released March 12. We’ll talk more about this deliverable later in the presentation. Phase 3, Supporting the Vision, will work with interdepartmental partners to identify PLANNED + NEEDED projects & supportive programs to support the community’s vision for growth and development. The outcome of this phase will be a series of maps and lists that will be included in the draft plans. Phase 4, Plan for Action, will develop an implementation strategy for putting recommendations into action over next 5, 10, to 15 years. 
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Our Team 
Executive Leadership Team 

Core Team 

Departmental Partners 

City Manager’s Office 
Department Directors 

Long-Range Planning, Urban Design & Historic 
Preservation, Entitlement Services 
Consultant Team 

All Planning Divisions & City Departments, 
Mecklenburg County Park & Recreation, 
CMS 

Regional Partners 
Centralina Regional Council of Governments, 
CRPTO, Catawba Lands Conservancy, NCDOT, 
SouthPark + Center City + University City 
Partners

ADVISORS & ADVOCATES 

PROJECT MANAGEMENT 

TECHNICAL COLLABORATORS 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As mentioned, this work is being done in coordination with internal partners across all departments. We’re also coordinating with County departments as well as external partners such as Centralina, the Municipal Service Districts, and Catawba Lands Conservancy as show in the Technical Collaborators portion of this slide. And we’re sharing information and asking for feedback along the way from executive leadership, appointed + elected officials. 
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Our Equitable & Inclusive Strategy  

CONSTANT

Community Engagement 

COLLABORATIVE

COORDINATED
Workshops
42 Workshops

445 Participants
877 Comments

Other Meetings
33 Meetings

1,500 Interactions

1,040 Office Hours
179 Interactions

Library 
Office Hours

Virtual Platforms 
100,000+
Interactions 

130,000+ Interactions
To Date

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In addition to guidance from intradepartmental the team, we’re engaging external stakeholders such as neighborhood leaders and industry representatives through various engagement tactics. The goal of our engagement efforts is to be equitable and inclusive and we use 3 buckets of tactics to make sure we’re reaching as many people as possible. To date, we’ve had over 130,000 interaction across all efforts. You can see from the numbers in the middle, our virtual platforms and meetings have been the most successful. We’ve heard anecdotally that this is what other government agencies are experiencing post covid. Regardless of attendance, conversations have been robust and the in-person tactics are only one piece of our engagement strategy. The geographical dispersion of our in-person efforts is captured in the map on the right. 
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CAP Phase 1 Engagement
How input was used? 

Total Change: 6%  of Policy Map Refined

External Engagement
• Input = 42 Workshops, 42 Focus Areas

• Community-Driven Revisions
• Balancing Priorities
• Confirming the Vision
• Enhancing Activity Centers

• Alignment with Vision & Values

• Refined 1% of Policy Map

Internal Engagement
• Input = Partners (Alignment Rezoning, Corridors of 

Opportunity, Strategic Investment Areas, Park & Rec, 
Catawba Lands Conservancy, Centralina Council)

• Technical Revisions 
• Translation corrections 
• Edge refinements
• Data updates

• Improved accuracy

• Refined 5% of Policy Map

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Input collected throughout Phase 1 + 2 was used to update the Policy Map. In terms of external engagement, the Community Reports from Ph. 1 outlined each geography’s greatest needs in terms of better access to housing, jobs, daily goods and reduced environmental impacts. These 4 metrics were identified by the community as priorities during the 2040 process so we translated how these 4 priorities play out at a community level. We talked to the community about these greatest needs and looked for opportunities to revise the Policy Map in order to increase access + reduce impacts. To help facilitate these conversations, staff selected 3 focus areas within each geography that were emblematic of issues the affecting access and EJ impacts. While we preselected 3 areas, the community could ask or bring up any issue of concern + we also had an online map to collect parcel-specific questions. In general, the Phase 2 conversations fall within 3 different themes: Balancing Priorities explores scenarios when 2 or more comprehensive plan goals are conflict with one another in a specific area. For example, ML adjacent to Neighborhoods supports Jobs + Housing but does not create healthy environment. Ultimately, these are complicated scenarios without easy mapping solution so we’re going to need to explore further study or programmatic support. �Confirming the Vision: Discussion about how adopted Place Types support the community’s greatest needs. Example, old ML recommended for IMU continues access to jobs  + adds access to housing by allowing that new use + reduces EJ impacts by limiting noxious uses + improves environmental elements like reduced impervious surfaces + increased tree canopy. In these conversations, the community confirmed/supported the application of relevant Place Types. Only mapping change may have been tweak to boundary.�Enhancing Activity Centers: What is needed in or around a particular Activity Center for it to realize the community’s vision? Some instances, it was expanding the center boundary either because of data error or provide clearer map direction for the area. Other instances, conversation focused on need to improve road mutli-modal connections in and through area OR provide programmatic support to help existing businesses. These conversations resulted in most substantial map change because they prioritized the center designations over other steps such as the preservation of manufacturing jobs. Ultimately, the 2023 workshops refined approximately 1,400 acres (or 1% change - total city acreage is 212,841In terms of internal engagement, asked what technical revisions could improve accuracy of map. For example, collected latest Park & Rec acquisitions to ensure they were reflected in map as Parks + Preserves. Also worked with Corridors of Opp. to ensure Policy Map reflected what they heard from community. And worked with Alignment Rezoning Team to compare PTs with existing entitlements to ensure we weren’t unintentionally down zoning property. Ultimately, internal coordination refined approximately 9,900 acres (or 5% change - total city acreage is 212,841)We are now working with Centralina to ensure the Revised Map doesn’t exceed our growth allocations. 
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CAP Phase 1 EngagementNext Steps
Timeline

REVISED POLICY MAP & 
MANUAL CAP ENGAGEMENT

SPRING ‘24 1st Draft Revised Policy Map + Manual
• 90-day Public Comment Period

Youth Community Planning Day
ARZ Community Workshops
CAP Pop-Up Events

SUMMER ‘24 CAP Focus Groups (UNCC Partnership)
City of Charlotte Staff Workshops

FALL ‘24 2nd Draft Revised Policy Map + Manual
• 90-day Public Comment Period Phase 3 CAP Community Workshops (8)

WINTER ‘25 3rd Draft Revised Policy Map + Manual
• 90-day Public Comment Period Public Release: 14 Draft Plans

3 Ways to Provide Feedback  
• Online Map Application
• Email
• In-Person Events

Hardcopies available at all libraries

• 4 In-Person, 4 Virtual 
• Stations: Mobility, Sustainability + Open 

Space, Public Services, Comm. Character
• Objective: Identify Planned + Needed 

Projects & Programs

Phase 3 Community Workshops  

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Phase 2 ended mid-January and we will release the major outcome of that phase, the Revised Policy Map, on March 12th, followed by 90-day public comment period.  As with first iteration of Policy Map, we will release two additional drafts of the Revised Policy Map. Second Revised Map released in September with Fall Workhsops, followed by 2nd 90-day public comment period and finally 3rd Revised Map with release of draft plans in early 2025. Community can review and comment on Revised Policy Map + Manual in several ways: online comment map, send an email, attend an ARZ Workshop or Pop-Up Event, or visit a library to review hardcopies. I’d like to highlight that we’ll also be releasing a Manual with the Revised Policy Map. This manual outlines what the Policy Map is, how it’s intended to be used, and how it can be changed overtime. While the Policy Map provides guidance for future development, conditions change overtime so what’s appropriate regarding future development can also evolve. In addition to the 3 iterations of the Revised Policy Map, our team will be participating and/or hosting a number of other engagement opportunities this year. In the spring, we’ll be at the Alignment Rezoning Workshops and several pop-up events to answer questions about the Policy Map and promote the fall workshops. This summer, we’ll be hosting focus groups and city staff workshops to promote the map and collect feedback on planned/needed projects + programs. Then in Fall, host 8 workshops in partnership with Interdepartmental Partners  to identify planned + needed projects and supportive programs. We’ve started working with partners in preparation of these workshops. The CAP team will essentially manage all logistics and collection of feedback. Our partners will prepare information about planned projects/programs and tailor questions about new needs. Workshops will be offered in person and online. Participants will have the opportunity to visit 4 different stations (Mobility, Sustainability & Open Space, Public Services + Community Character) to learn about what projects + programs are planned for these topics as well as provide input on what projects + programs are needed. 



DRAFT Document Design

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I mentioned the expected outcome of this effort will be 14 plan documents. Here’s a preview of what the documents will look like. There will be a Program Guide or introduction that explains how this work is related to the comprehensive plan + intended to be usedAnd then each plan area will have it’s own plan. These documents will be short (no more than 50 pages) and address the topics shown here: Community Profile (or Existing Conditions + Demographics)Overview of the area’s priorities as it relates to the comp plan’s goalsMap of recommended Place Type refinements via the Policy MapMaps + lists of planned and needed projects/programsIllustrative concepts or drawings that demonstrate how 2 unique areas within the plan geography should evolve overtime based on guidance from Place Types, the Street Map, and regulations with the UDO. Finally, an implementation strategy that outlines timing and partners to enact recommendations over 5 year intervals. 
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VISIT OUR WEBSITE

FOLLOW US

Questions?

@cltplanning

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Edit links
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